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Khamenei: Overcoming
enm. On January 10th, 2020, government, all ideologies, division through
two days after the US regime groups, movements or individu- cooperation!
How should a “normal” nation behave?

INTRO
In January 2020, the mainstream media presented
the gigantic forest fires in
Australia to viewers with
apocalyptic footage, as an
alleged consequence of
man-made climate change,
thus adding fuel to the heated
climate debate. But the investigative Australian Internet
platform “The Crow House”
reveals quite different connections with its shocking
video: Large international
corporations direct rivers
into gigantic reservoirs for
their fracking projects. The
country dries out and burns
over large areas, a whole
continent is ruined, and the
population is evacuated
to the big cities. By no
means is man-made CO 2
climate change to blame,
but rather a “man-made”
natural disaster due to
overexploitation, which is
hidden by politicians and
mainstream media behind
the alleged man-made
climate change. Hard to
believe? Simply do your
own research using the
sources listed. No less
apocalyptic are the other
topics of this issue, which
one should face before
“one’s neck is snapped”.
[1]
The Editors (hm.)

assassinated General Soleimani
in Baghdad, US Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo made a
statement to the press at the
White House about Iran: “I just
want Iran to behave like a
normal nation.” To become a
“normal” nation like the
“exemplary” USA, Iran would
have to extend its security interests from the region to the
whole world and overthrow
unwanted governments that do
not follow Tehran’s orders.
Iran would have to set up military bases all over the world,
manned by hundreds of thousands of soldiers with all the
relevant military equipment
and procure thousands of nuclear bombs. Iran would have to
become the most dominant and
ruthless military, economic and
cultural force in the world and
use this dominance to eliminate
and destroy any country and

als that stand in its way. To
become a “normal” nation, Iran
would have to arm and deploy
extremist terrorist organizations around the world as
proxies to destabilize and
plunge countries into chaos
that do not follow Tehran’s
dictates. Iran would have to
interfere in all democratic elections around the world and
manipulate the outcome, and
should the people get their
way, get rid of the politicians
legally elected by the people
who do not serve the interests of
Tehran. Furthermore, Iran would
have to control the entire
economy of the world, dictate
its currency as the trading
currency in order to be able to
snatch and exploit the resources
of this planet free of charge. And
much more. We can only hope
that Iran will continue to stay
away from this “normality”. [2]

hm. The leader of the Islamic
Revolution, Ayatollah Khamenei,
said at a meeting with the Qatari
Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad
Al-Thani in Tehran in early
January
2020
that
the
“measures” taken by the United States and its allies were
corrupt in nature. These are the
main cause for the current
tensions in the region.
Khamenei called on the regional
countries to intensify cooperation
in order to counteract the divisive
US measures based on corruption.
Perhaps this is generally THE
way out of regional and global
crises: Cooperation and working for the common good instead of a sense of superiority
and self-interest! [3]

US Global pressure:
“Stop buying Iranian
oil or face sanctions”

hm. Washington has managed
to cut Iran off from “probably
Mexico’s president demands release
over 95 percent of oil revenues,”
of WikiLeaks’ journalist Julian Assange
enm. Mexico’s president a democratic country? So the US said Treasury Secretary Steven
López Obrador spoke out last administration will soon have Mnuchin. “I sat down with the
Friday in favor of the release their army march in there to Chinese officials. They flew in a
of the detained journalist and protect basic human and de- delegation to meet with us and
WikiLeaks’ spokesman Julian mocratic rights? Far from it, the the State Department to talk
Assange. He also called for measures against Assange defy about this. They’ve cut off all
the immediate end to the human rights and are carried state-owned companies from
psychological torture to which out by the self-appointed world buying oil.” Mnuchin continued:
Assange is being exposed to in police operating under the “We will continue to pursue sancthe British HM Prison Belmarsh. direction of the US govern- tions against China and anybody
else around the world that
Excuse me – … mental torture in ment! [4]
continues to do business with
Sources: [1] https://youtu.be/PBsFVn-kKV8 | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWuS3hV-JcI them (Iran).” Regarding the
[2] https://alles-schallundrauch.blogspot.com/2020/01/wie-soll-sich-eine-normale-nation.html European countries he added:
[3] https://parstoday.com/de/news/middle_east-i50487-ayatollah_khamenei_ursache_f%C3%BCr_schlechte_ “The Europeans are adhering

lage_der_region_ist_korruption_amerikas_und_seiner_verb%C3%BCndeten
[4] www.pressenza.com/de/2020/01/julian-assange-mexikos-praesident-fordert-freilassung-des-wikileaks-journalisten/
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to our primary sanctions [...]. term describes this behavior
They would be subject to more appropriately than
secondary sanctions, and “criminal methods”? [5]
they understand that.” What

Gigantic population
programming through vaccination

enm. On December 9th, 2019 donor? Against this backthe British Independent pub- ground, the issue of organ
lished a sensational article on donation should be critically
Today cattle, tomorrow our children?
pg. On December 20th, 2019 was a general mandatory its website about a man who questioned, as well as vaccinahad received a bone marrow tion with the new genetically
the so-called “measles protec- vaccination, which was later
donation and after four years contaminated vaccines, such
tion law” was approved by reversed because of frequent
found that the donor’s DNA as those contained in the
the German Federal Council severe vaccination damage. In
could be detected in his blood measles quadruple vaccine
in spite of much objection the Federal State of Badenand saliva. But not only that: PRIORIX TETRA. This sofrom competent doctors and Württemberg, Germany in
The DNA in his sperm cells called DNA-vaccine contains
the population. Although the December 2019, mandatory
had been completely replaced the complete gene of a male
benefit of this vaccination is vaccinations were carried out
with the donor’s DNA. Does fetus, as an Italian group of
still in question due to the by the responsible authorities this mean children he begets scientists found out. Is the popside effects and damages, who were suspicious of a case in the future will not carry his ulation to be reprogrammed
from March 1st, 2020 manda- of sick animals. Six of the own body characteristics but with foreign characteristics
tory vaccination is now animals that were compulsorily those of the bone marrow via vaccines? [6]
obligatory in Germany, along vaccinated under police power
with all kinds of reprisals for died within only a few days,
Closing Point
vaccination refusers. A simi- having all been certified by the
Annual weather phenomena is declared to be a direct
lar situation can be found vet as being healthy beforehand. result of climate change. The 25th World Climate
with the bluetongue disease, Who guarantees that the manda- Conference was held in Madrid in early December
occurring in ruminants like tory measles vaccination does
2019. Some of the leading media used this as an
sheep, cattle and goats. not cause similarly tragic
opportunity to present a frightening scenario about
Between 2008 and 2010 there consequences? [7]

“In any case, I am of the opinion that mandatory
vaccination is a brutality, a pigtail that belongs to
the former times of high-minded bureaucratic
paternalism, but no longer among
a decent, civilized people”.
Dr. med. Haehnle, Reutlingen

Climate change: scientists 97% agreement
never existed
hm. “97 percent of climate
scientists agree that climate
change is essentially manmade.” This is roughly the
result of the study by the cognitive psychologist John Cook
in 2013, but according to the
unveilings by Markus Fiedler
and Prof. Hans-Jürgen Bandelt,
the study deliberately conceals
the actual data basis and
provides a misleading summary
of the results. The summary by
Cook et al. should therefore
have more accurately read: In
99.46% of all scientific work
there is no evidence of

agreement with the thesis of
the predominant role of
humans in climate change. Many
consider the human contribution
to be lower or do not make a clear
statement on this. Only 0.54% of
all publications claim that
humans have a predominant
share in climate change.
Conclusion by Fiedler/Bandelt:
What has been and still is being
done with the Cook study in
the mainstream media is
fraudulent and a deliberate
deception of the public. [8]

the Victoria Falls in South East Africa. Using a comparison of photographs of the waterfalls in January
2019, when the falls carried the usual amount of
water, and from December 2019 with almost no water,
the magazine “Der Spiegel” wanted to give the reader
the impression of the consequences of climate change.
Yet it was not mentioned that December is the last
month of the annual dry season and therefore the
Victoria Falls carry very little water at that time of year.
At the end of December there is always a lot of rain, so
that in January, as usual, larger amounts of water
rush down the Victoria Falls. As these annually
recurring weather phenomena are unknown to most
readers, the media have an easy job of misusing them
as evidence of climate change. So be alert to any
extreme reporting by mainstream media, do your own
research and form your own opinion. [9]
The Editors (pg.)

Sources: [5] https://deutsch.rt.com/international/96778-us-druck-auf-chinakauft-keiniranisches-oel-oder-weitere-sanktionen/
[6] www.impfkritik.de/pressespiegel/2020010501.html
[7] Witness report www.gesetze-im-internet.de/tiergesg/BJNR132400013.html
[8] https://www.anti-spiegel.ru/2020/klimawandel-die-97-einigkeit-unterwissenschaftlern-die-es-nie-gegeben-hat/
[9] www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/natur/viktoriafaelle-in-simbabwe-undsambia-leidenunterwasserknappheita-1300176.html |
www.madiba.de/blog/beste-reisezeit-victoria-falls/

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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